Abstract-This paper presents a concatenated turbo coding system in which a Reed-Solomon outer code is concatenated with a binary turbo inner code. In the proposed system, the outer code decoder and the inner turbo code decoder interact to achieve both good bit error and frame error performance. The outer code decoder helps the inner turbo code decoder to terminate its decoding iteration while the inner turbo code decoder provides soft-output information to the outer code decoder to carry out a reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithm. In the case that outer code decoding fails, the outer code decoder instructs the inner code decoder to continue its decoding iterations until outer code decoding is successful or a preset maximum number of decoding iterations is reached. This interaction between outer and inner code decoders reduces decoding delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A LTHOUGH parallel concatenated turbo codes with iterative decoding [1] - [3] have been shown to achieve bit error rates (BERs) of 10 or better at signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) within 1 dB of the SNR for which the code rate equals channel capacity, they usually suffer from three disadvantages:
1) a large decoding delay due to the large block lengths and many decoding iterations required for near capacity performance; 2) significant weakened performance (error floor) at BERs below 10 due to the fact that the component codes have relatively poor minimum distances, which manifests itself at very low BERs; 3) relatively poor frame error performance. There are measures that can be taken to mitigate the error floor and poor frame error performance problems. One such measure is to use a proper serial concatenated turbo code [4] , which has lower error floor and better frame error performance than the parallel concatenated turbo code. Another measure is to use a powerful Reed-Solomon (RS) outer code concatenated with a turbo inner code in a proper way. The advantages of using an RS outer code are as follows. 1) A large minimum distance together with high code rate can be achieved with a practical code length, say, a length of 255 symbols over GF (2 ) . 2) Good frame error performance. 3) A relatively simple and high-speed decoder can be built based on an algebraic decoding algorithm, such as the Euclidean algorithm [5] .
A large minimum distance will either remove or push down the error floor of the inner turbo code. A high outer code rate will maintain the bandwidth efficiency of the overall concatenated system high. Algebraic decoding of the outer code reduces the overall decoding complexity while still providing a significant improvement in the error performance of the turbo inner code if the concatenated system is properly designed. If is the minimum distance of the outer code and is the minimum distance of the component code of the inner turbo code, the minimum distance of the overall concatenated code is . Even if the inner turbo code has a small minimum distance , say, four, a reasonably large outer code minimum distance , say, 17, can make the product very large. With such a large minimum distance, the overall concatenated turbo coding system may not have an error floor at all.
In this paper, we present an interactive concatenated turbo coding system in which an RS outer code is concatenated with a high-rate binary turbo inner code. The outer code decoder and the inner turbo code decoder interact to achieve both good bit-error and good frame-error performance. The inner turbo decoder consists of two component decoders that operate in a parallel mode. The two component decoders process their inputs simultaneously. At the completion of a decoding phase, their decoded outputs, log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), and hard decisions of the decoded binary symbols are compared. When the comparison satisfies a certain criterion, the inner turbo decoder stops its decoding iteration and the outer code decoder takes over and completes the decoding process. If outer code decoding is not successful (i.e., a decoding failure occurs), the outer code decoder instructs the inner turbo decoder to continue its decoding iterations until the symbol errors at the input of the outer decoder are reduced within the error correction capability of the outer code. The interactive process continues until either outer decoding is successful or a preset maximum number of decoding iterations for the inner turbo decoder is reached. In the latter case, the outer code decoder computes the reliability values of its input symbols based on the soft output information (LLRs of the decoded bits) of the inner turbo code decoder and carries out a reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithm. In this paper, a new stopping criterion for the inner turbo decoder is also presented and a reliability-based algorithm for decoding RS codes with an algebraic decoder is used. The new stopping criterion with the aid of outer code decoding effectively terminates the turbo decoding process with negligible degradation in error performance compared with the cross-entropy (CE) stopping criterion [3] . It provides a significant reduction in the number of decoding iterations and hence reduces decoding delay. The reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithm developed in [6] particularly fits this application. It is devised by combining the Chase-2 decoding algorithm [7] and the generalized minimum distance (GMD) decoding algorithm [8] . This decoding algorithm provides a good tradeoff between the error performance of the Chase-2 algorithm and the decoding complexity of the GMD algorithm.
The proposed concatenated turbo-coding system is intended to combine the early waterfall dropoff bit error performance of turbo coding in high BER range and the sharp dropoff error performance of a powerful RS code in the low BER range to achieve an overall waterfall bit error performance. It is also intended to take advantage of the good error detection capability [9] and frame error performance of an RS code to overcome the poor frame error performance of inner turbo coding. The system is to be devised to achieve the above objectives without a large increase in computational complexity over the inner turbo code. This paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III give the base ingredients of the proposed concatenated turbo-coding system. Section IV describes the proposed system. Section V presents two specific systems and gives their error performances. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. TURBO CODES, PARALLEL TURBO DECODING, AND BIT-MATCHING STOPPING CRITERION Consider a block turbo code formed by parallel concatenating two identical systematic linear block codes as shown in Fig. 1 . The pseudorandom interleaver between the two encoders permutes the input information sequence into a different sequence . The information sequence and its permuted version are encoded by two separate encoders to produce two separate parity check sequences and . Then the information sequence and the two parity check sequences are multiplexed to form a turbo-code sequence .
The decoder for such a turbo code consists of two soft-input/soft-output (SISO) maximum a posteriori (MAP) (or BCJR) decoders [10] , which operate iteratively [1] - [3] . Decoding can be carried out in either serial mode proposed by Berrou et al. [1] or parallel mode proposed by Divsalar and Pollara [11] , as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , respectively. In the serial mode, decoder 1 and decoder 2, denoted DEC1 and DEC2, respectively, operate alternately. In the parallel mode, the two MAP decoders operate simultaneously. Decoding consists of a sequence of iterations, and each decoding iteration consists of two phases. In the serial mode, DEC1 operates in the first phase and DEC2 operates in the second phase, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . However, in the parallel mode, both DEC1 and DEC2 operate in each phase as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
In the proposed interactive concatenated turbo-coding system, inner turbo decoding is performed in parallel mode. Suppose a code sequence is transmitted. Let be the received sequence. For decoding, this received sequence is decomposed into two subsequences and , corresponding to the code sequences and at the outputs of the two component encoders, respectively. The inputs to each decoder are the a priori -values (log-likelihood values) for all information bits and the received channel values. Based on its inputs, the SISO decoder computes -values and delivers an extrinsic -value for each information bit.
Consider turbo decoding in parallel mode. At each iteration, DEC1 and DEC2 start decoding at the same time. The decoders compute the -values and and the extrinsic -values and , respectively, with . Then the next decoding phase starts. The inputs to DEC1 are the channel values of and the extrinsic values , which are the outputs of DEC2 in the previous decoding phase. The inputs to DEC2 are the channel values of and the s, which are the outputs of DEC1 in the previous decoding phase.
After a sufficient number of iterations (or decoding phases), we can stop the decoding process and obtain the -value for each information bit as follows: Finally, the hard-decision decoded information bit is made based on if if for . As iterative decoding approaches the performance limit of a given turbo code, any further iteration results in very little improvement in performance. Therefore, it is important to devise an efficient criterion to stop the iteration process and prevent unnecessary computations and decoding delay. Several stopping criteria have been devised [3] , [12] . Both the sign change and bit-matching (BM) criteria proposed in [12] are more computationally efficient than the cross-entropy (CE) criterion proposed in [3] .
The BM criterion of [12] can be applied to terminate decoding in parallel mode in a straightforward manner. At the th decoding phase of the th iteration for and we check the hard decisions based on the -values and generated by DEC1 and DEC2, respectively, for each information bit. If these hard decisions agree with each other for all the information bits in the whole sequence, we terminate the decoding process at the th phase of the th iteration.
At each phase, the BM criterion requires 2 binary operations to make hard decisions based on and and logic operations to check whether the BM criterion is satisfied. However, to test the CE criterion at each iteration, it requires a total of 5 1 real number operations, including 2 1 additions and subtractions, 2 multiplications and divisions, and exponentiations [12] . Therefore, the BM criterion requires much simpler computations than the CE criterion.
Simulation results show that the BM criterion saves more iterations than the CE criterion with negligible degradation in error performance. Consider a turbo code with the (64, 57) distance-four extended Hamming code as the two component codes and a block interleaver of size . The error performance of decoding in parallel mode with the BM stopping criterion and serial mode with the CE stopping criterion are shown in Fig. 3(a) . We see that decoding in parallel mode with the BM stopping criterion outperforms decoding in serial mode with the CE stopping criterion. The average numbers of decoding iterations required using BM and CE criteria, respectively, for parallel-mode decoding of the above turbo code are shown in Fig. 3(b) . We observe that the BM stopping criterion saves more decoding iterations than the CE stopping criterion. From Fig. 3(a) , we also see that the frame error performance is relatively poor compared with the bit error performance. The error floor starts at the frame error probability of 10 . This error floor will be removed when the proposed concatenated turbo system is used.
III. CHASE-GMD DECODING ALGORITHM
RS codes are commonly decoded with an algebraic decoding algorithm, such as the Euclidean algorithm [5] , to keep the decoding complexity low. However, a reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithm can be used to improve the error performance while still using an algebraic decoder. A reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithm uses an algebraic decoder to generate a sequence of candidate codewords based on the reliability measures of the received symbols and then chooses the codeword with the best metric (say, the largest correction metric) as the decoded codeword. Two well-known reliability-based algebraic soft-decision decoding algorithms are the GMD [8] and the Chase-2 algorithms [7] . The GMD decoding algorithm is simple but provides only a small coding gain over pure algebraic decoding for SNRs in the range of practical interest. The Chase-2 decoding algorithm provides a significant coding gain over pure algebraic decoding but drastically increases the decoding computational complexity for decoding long RS code with large minimum distance (a very large number of candidate codewords must be generated). In the proposed interactive concatenated turbo-coding system, we use the Chase-GMD algorithm devised by Tang et al. [6] for decoding the RS outer code. This algorithm provides an effective tradeoff between the error performance of the Chase-2 algorithm and the decoding complexity of the GMD algorithm.
Consider an RS code over with , where is the minimum distance of the code. Let be the received sequence and let be the hard-decision received sequence. Without loss of generality, we assume that the hard-decision received symbols in are ordered in increasing reliability values. We also assume that an error-and-erasure algebraic decoder is used to generate candidate codewords. . If decoding is successful, the decoded codeword is a candidate codeword. After performing decodings, we obtain a set of candidate codewords. Among these candidate codewords, the one with the best metric is the decoded codeword. The performance of the CGA improves as increases [6] . Clearly, the performance improvement is accompanied by an increase in decoding complexity.
IV. A CONCATENATED TURBO-CODING SYSTEM
In this section, we describe the proposed concatenated turbocoding system in which inner turbo decoding is performed in parallel mode as described in Section II. The outer RS code is decoded with both an algebraic algorithm and the CGA . The concatenated system is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The inner code is a turbo code with two identical block component codes , and the outer code is an RS (or shortened RS) code over GF (2 ) . For binary transmission, each code symbol in GF(2 ) is expanded into a binary -tuple, called an -bit byte. Two types of concatenations are proposed: two-and three-dimensional concatenations. Both encoding and decoding are carried out in two stages.
A. Encoding
An information sequence of bits is segmented into a sequence of -bit bytes. Each -bit byte is regarded as a symbol in GF(2 ). This sequence of bytes is arranged as a array , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Each column consists of bytes, and each row consists of bytes. At the first stage of encoding, each row of is encoded into an RS codeword in . This results in RS codewords arranged in a array, denoted , as shown in Fig. 4(c) . Consider the two-dimensional concatenated coding scheme. Let be the integer such that . The interleaver between the outer encoder and the inner encoder reads the array column by column and writes row by row into a array, denoted , in bit form as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Each column consists of bits, and each row consists of bits. At the second stage of encoding, the array is encoded into a array with turbo encoding as shown in Fig. 4(e) . Turbo encoding is carried out as described in Section II. The array consists of three subarrays, the information array , and the parity arrays and . Each row of is a turbo codeword that consists of information bits and two sets of parity check bits. is a concatenated turbo codeword. is transmitted row by row. The rate of the concatenated turbo code is If a random interleaver is used, the inner turbo code can still have the same minimum distance as the component code. Then the minimum distance of the concatenated code is simply . If a three-dimensional concatenated coding scheme is used, an integer is chosen such that . The array is read column by column and written row by row into arrays, denoted , in bit form as shown in Fig. 4(f) (bit demultiplexing) . The th bit of each -bit byte is put into array . At the second stage of encoding, each array is encoded into a array with turbo encoding, . Each array also consists of three subarrays, the information array , and the parity arrays and , as shown in Fig. 4(g) . The three-dimensional concatenated code has the same code rate as the two-dimensional concatenated code. The minimum distance of the concatenated code is also at least .
B. Decoding
First, consider the two-dimensional concatenated coding scheme. Let be the received array corresponding to . It is then decoded in two stages: inner decoding and outer decoding. At inner decoding, is decoded with turbo decoding in parallel mode as described in Section II. At the end of each phase of a decoding iteration, the two component decoders of the turbo decoder, DEC1 and DEC2, produce two decoded information arrays and , along with the reliability -values of decoded bits and extrinsic values. The two estimated arrays and are compared. Using the BM stopping criterion [12] , if and match in every bit position, the turbo-decoding iteration process can be stopped.
If two corresponding bits do not match at a certain bit position in and , a hard decision at this position based on and given in (1) is likely to result in an error. Suppose and do not match in all the bit positions; we then rearrange them into arrays and corresponding to the RS code array shown in Fig. 4(c) . The mismatched bit positions in and will result in mismatched symbol positions in and . Now we compare the corresponding rows of and and check how many symbol positions there are where two corresponding symbols do not match. Hard decisions at these mismatched symbol positions are likely to result in symbol errors. If the number of mismatched symbol positions for each pair of corresponding rows in and is less than or equal to the error correcting capability of the outer code, and if symbol errors resulting from hard decisions are only confined in these mismatched positions, then the outer RS code can be used to correct these errors. Based on this reasoning, we can formulate a criterion for stopping the inner turbo-decoding iteration and let the outer decoder remove the remaining errors (if any). is decoded successfully, decoding is done. The parity check symbols are removed from each decoded RS codeword, and the decoded information symbols are delivered to the user. If not all the rows of are decoded successfully, the outer decoder instructs the inner turbo decoder to resume decoding from the phase where it was stopped. The above inner/outer decoding process continues until either all the rows of are decoded successfully or the inner decoder reaches a maximum number of iterations. For the latter case, the outer decoder decodes based on the CGA and stops. The above decoding process is illustrated by the flowchart shown in Fig. 5 .
The SM criterion is a very effective stopping criterion. It requires only simple binary or logic operations. At the end of each decoding phase, it requires binary operations to make hard decisions to form estimated arrays, and , and bit-comparisons to compute the numbers of mismatched symbol positions for all pairs of corresponding rows in and . Decoding for the three-dimensional concatenated code is similar to that for the two-dimensional code. At the receiver, there are received arrays, corresponding to , respectively. It is also decoded in two stages, inner decoding and outer decoding. For inner decoding, each , is decoded with turbo decoding individually. This allows us to use identical turbo decoders in parallel, each for decoding one received array, in order to speed up the decoding process. At the end of each phase of a decoding iteration for all turbo decoders, the SM stopping criterion is used to terminate the iterative process of inner turbo decoding. When the SM criterion is satisfied, hard decisions are made by all decoders. These hard decisions form -bit bytes such that the th bit of each byte is from the hard decision of the th decoder, . These -bit bytes form the estimated array . The second decoding stage is then carried out in exactly the same manner as the two-dimensional concatenated turbo code.
Note that in the proposed concatenated turbo-coding system, the CGA is executed only when the maximum number of iterations is reached and the algebraic decoder fails to decode the estimated array successfully.
V. EXAMPLES AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed interactive concatenated turbo-coding system has been simulated for both additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Rayleigh channels. Simulation results show that this coding system achieves both good bit-error and good frame-error performance. Furthermore, the SM stopping criterion effectively terminates the inner turbo-decoder iteration and shortens the inner decoding delay.
A. System-1
Consider an example system in which the (228, 212, 17) shortened RS code over GF(2 ) is used as the outer code and the (64, 57) distance-four Hamming code is used as the two component codes for the inner turbo code. The RS outer code has rate 0.93 and is capable of correcting eight or fewer symbol errors over GF (2 ) . In forming the system, we choose and . The overall rate of this system is and the information block size is . To keep the computational complexity of the CGA low, we choose and . The bit-error and frame-error performances of the two-dimensional scheme of this system for the AWGN channel with the maximum number of decoding iterations set to ten are shown in Fig. 6 . We observe a sharp dropoff waterfall error performance of the system without error floor. At a BER of 10 , the system achieves a 6.5-dB coding gain over the uncoded binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and a 3.75-dB coding gain over the (228, 212, 17) RS outer code with algebraic decoding. At a BER of 10 , the system performs only 1.3 dB from the Shannon limit for rate 0.746. From Fig. 3 , we see that the bit-error performance of the inner turbo code starts to drop sharply around a BER of 10 at an SNR of 2.6 dB. From Fig. 6 , we see that the bit-error performance of the (228, 212, 17) RS outer code also starts to drop sharply around a BER of 10 at an SNR of 5 dB. As shown in Fig. 6 , the concatenated turbo-coding system simply combines the two sharp dropoff error performance characteristics of the inner and outer codes in two different regions of SNRs into an overall sharp dropoff error performance that occurs at the SNR about the same as that of the inner turbo code.
If the above system is applied to the Rayleigh fading channel without side information, the bit-error and frame-error performances are shown in Fig. 7 . Again, we see a sharp dropoff waterfall error performance characteristics. The system achieves a coding gain of more than 35 dB over the uncoded BPSK at 10 for both BER and FER.
The bit-error performance of the three-dimensional scheme of the above example system with the same code rate and information block size is also shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 , we observe that the three-dimensional concatenated coding scheme has better performance than the two-dimensional scheme for BER above 10 . In the three-dimensional concatenated coding scheme, bits in each code symbol over GF (2 ) are decoded by turbo decoders independently. This results in a better error performance at high BERs compared with the two-dimensional code. Furthermore, it allows us to use identical turbo decoders to decode received arrays in parallel, which increases the decoding speed.
To show the effectiveness of the SM criterion, we stop the inner turbo-decoding iteration with four stopping criteria: 1) a fixed number of iterations , 2) the CE criterion [3] , 3) the BM criterion [12] , and 4) the SM criterion. The maximum number of decoding iterations for the last three criteria is also set to ten. Table I(a) and (b) displays: 1) the average number of iterations required for each criterion and 2) the numbers of blocks in error after inner decoding, outer algebraic decoding, and CGA(1, 2) decoding of 1000 blocks. criterion is used, there are 147 RS words in error, while with the CE criterion, there are only 12 RS words in error. However, after either algebraic or CGA(1, 2) outer decodings, there is no RS word in error for both criteria. Finally, Fig. 8 displays the average numbers of decoding iterations required with SM and CE criteria, respectively, for the example System-1 over the AWGN channel. From Figs. 3 and 6 , we see that the SM criterion is more effective than the CE criterion. It reduces the number of decoding iterations with very little performance degradation.
The usage rate of the CGA(1, 2) is about 1.5% at an SNR of 2.9 dB and close to 0% at an SNR of 3.0 dB. 
B. System-2
Consider another example in which the NASA standard (255, 223, 33) RS code over GF (2 ) is used as the outer code and the (32, 16) RM code with minimum distance of eight is used as the two component codes for constructing the inner turbo code. We choose . Then . The rate of this system is , and the information block size is . The bit-error and frame-error performances of the two-dimensional scheme of this system for the AWGN channel are shown in Fig. 9 . We see that at BER , the proposed decoding scheme achieves a 9.4-dB coding gain over uncoded BPSK, which is 1.75 dB away from the Shannon limit for rate .
C. A Concatenated LDPC/Turbo-Coding System
For comparison, we consider an interactive concatenated turbo-coding system in which a low-density parity check (LDPC) code [13] is used as the outer code and a simple block turbo code as the inner code. LDPC codes are known to have much better frame-error performance than turbo codes [13] , especially the LDPC codes constructed based on finite geometries (known as finite-geometry LDPC codes) [14] . Finite-geometry LDPC codes also have large minimum distances. Using a finite-geometry LDPC code as an outer code in concatenation with a turbo inner code, good frame-error performance should be achieved. In such a concatenated LDPC/turbo-coding system, both inner turbo code and outer LDPC code are decoded iteratively with soft information passing back and forth between the inner and outer decoders. There are three loops of decoding iterations: the inner decoding iteration loop, the outer decoding iteration loop, and the iteration loop between the inner and outer decoders. At the end of each outer decoding iteration, error detection is performed based on the hard decisions of the decoded symbols. If the hard-decision code bits form a codeword of the outer LDPC code, the entire decoding process is then stopped. Otherwise, the outer decoder instructs the inner turbo decoder to continue its decoding iteration to improve the log-likelihood values of the code symbols until either a codeword in the LDPC outer code is detected or a maximum number of overall decoding iterations is reached. Clearly, this concatenated LDPC/turbo coding system requires larger computational complexity than the system with an RS code as the outer code. In [14] , Kou et al. proposed such a system in which the inner turbo code is the same as that used in System-1 and the outer code is a (65520, 61425) LDPC code constructed based on a Euclidean geometry, called an EG-LDPC code. The minimum distance of this code is unknown. The rate of this concatenated LDPC/turbo-coding system is 0.753, slightly higher than that of System-1. This system achieves a 0.7-dB coding gain over System-1 at a BER of 10 . This gain is achieved at the expense of extensive computational complexity and long decoding delay.
Suppose we use a shorter EG-LDPC code as the outer code, say, the (4095, 3367) EG-LDPC code [14] . This EG-LDPC code has minimum distance 65 and rate 0.822. With iterative decoding, it has both sharp dropoff waterfall bit-error and frame-error performances. Replacing the (228, 212, 17) RS code in System-1 with this EG-LDPC code, the overall rate of the concatenated LDPC/turbo coding system is 0.657. The bit-error and frame-error performances of this concatenated LDPC/turbo coding system (with iterative decoding for both inner and outer codes) are shown in Fig. 10 . From Figs. 6 and 10, we see that this concatenated LDPC/turbo-coding system does not perform as well as System-1, even though a longer outer code with lower code rate is used and decoded with soft-decision iterative decoding based on belief propagation. The (4095, 3367) EG-LDPC code can also be decoded with hard-decision one-step majority logic (OSML) decoding and bit-flipping (BF) decoding [14] . The bit-error and frame-error performances of the concatenated LDPC/turbo coding system with OSML and BF decodings of the (4095, 3367) LDPC outer code are also shown in Fig. 10 .
Suppose we replace the (228, 212, 17) RS outer code in System-1 by the (228, 188, 41) RS code over GF (2 ) . The rate of the resultant interactive concatenated turbo-coding system is then 0.662, which is almost the same as that of the concatenated LDPC/turbo code given above. The bit-and frame-error performances of the new RS/turbo-coding system are shown in Fig. 11 . Also included in the figure is the bit-error performance of the (228, 188, 41) outer RS code. From Figs. 10 and 11, we find that the new RS/turbo-coding system still outperforms the LDPC/turbo-coding system with the (4095, 3367, 65) EG-LDPC code as the outer code. However, the new RS/turbo-coding system is 2.4 dB from the Shannon limit. From Figs. 6 and 11, we see that System-1 performs better than the new RS/turbo-coding system even with a more powerful RS outer code. This is due to the rate reduction.
Based on the above examples, it seems that to achieve an error performance closer to the Shannon limit, a long LDPC code must be used in the proposed interactive concatenated coding system. For moderate lengths, RS codes are better choices as outer codes than LDPC outer codes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a high-performance concatenated turbo-coding system in which the inner and outer decoders interact to achieve good error performance. An effective criterion for stopping inner turbo-decoder iterations was proposed. This technique is more effective than the CE criterion in reducing the number of decoding iterations. In the proposed scheme, a turbo code with convolutional codes as com- ponent code can be used as the inner code. The advantage of using an RS code as the outer code in the proposed interactive turbo-coding system is the combination of high rate and large minimum distance. It is easy to construct a high-rate RS code with large minimum distance. A high rate is needed to maintain high bandwidth efficiency of the overall system. Large minimum distance is needed to remove or push down the error floor of turbo coding. Furthermore, an algebraic decoder for an RS code is simple and easy to implement nowadays. Of course, we can use a long finite-geometry low-density parity check code as the outer code in the proposed system. In this case, both inner and outer codes are decoded with iterative decoding, with soft information passing between the inner decoder and the outer decoder. This improves the error performance but significantly increases the decoding computational complexity and decoding delay.
